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New Students
Abdullah Haj Hamza

Adama Diop

Anabele Kwizera

Anyelo SilverioBonilla

Asmaa Houri

Awash Alsheik Mohamad

Basmah Thijeel

Bibi Jan Mirzamir

Blanca Rodriguez

Christelle Ngoya

Hanadi Alhamawi

Hene Tilfan

Hiwet Fissuh Ghebretsadik

Hongnan (Coco) Sun

Jalila Al Jneid

Jouma Jasem

Khawlah Almuntafeky

Linda Rajab

Marie Ange Mugisha

Muna Nakrash

Numan Kwaki

Ramia Al Zeinab

Rana Alrifaee

Reem Joudi

Roayda Khireldin

Saer Rajab

Sajith Madanasin

Sanaa Bakkour

Sarah Yahya

Sihem Hassun

Simone Thomas

Tahani Albaaliuee

Zinash Mohammed Hussein

 

 

 

NewTutors
Abion Osman

Antonia Weetman

Charles St.Louis

Emma Micalizza

Marie Assad

Mark Houldsworth

Nicole Lund

Olgun Aldemir

Selen Soulard

Tihama Salkini

Maria had a

baby girl

Kafa  had a

baby boy

Suamayya

had a baby
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Wafaa had a

baby boy

Yanyan Tang passed her final exam and is now a

registered acupuncturist with the College of Traditional

Chinese Medicine Practitioners and Acupuncturist of

Ontario, (CTCMPAO).

Shahnaz Mohajerani passed her Canadian citizenship test.

Roba AlQbat obtained her learner’s permit for driving.

Shanshan passed her driver’s test and loves her new

freedom!

Yongyan had

a baby girl

Muna had a

baby boy
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My Story By Belyse

My name is Belyse.  In my native country of Burundi, I studied communications at

university. In 2013, I was a journalist at a radio station and I was a host for two

programmes, one for youth and the other one for children. I was passionate about radio,

because it was giving time to young people to express themselves and I felt useful, I

loved my job.

           In 2015, when the elections came, the radio I worked for was private. It spoke about

what the government did not want and gave the opportunity for the people to express

their opinions because the people needed to know what was happening in the country.

            On May 2015, people went to protest in the street, and I was among them.   We

were looking for news and we wanted to tell the government to stop killing innocent

people and the ones who disagreed with them. The police were brutal with people. They

were throwing water on us using tear gas. The protesters were unarmed; they only had

white flags for peace. The police had orders to stop the protests and they were violent

to the protesters. I remember a woman fell down and I rescued her because the police

were behind. In the afternoon we announced on the radio a coup d’état had started and

a few minutes later there was shooting everywhere. We were scared of what was

happening. There was gunfire throughout the night. 

              In the morning all private radio stations were burned and destroyed. At that

moment I fled my country for Kigali, Rwanda and after one year I came to Canada. 

That is my story.

Wedding Celebration By Roba Al Qbat

I would like to talk about my happy wedding party. It happened in Jordan. My single life

was finished that day. First of all I went to the hairdresser to get my hair done. I wore a

wedding dress and my groom wore a suit. I invited my friends, my neigbours and my

relatives to the wedding. After the ceremony, there was cake and Pepsi. I danced with

my husband and I was happy. He bought me a ring. Finally, I am happy with my husband

and we now have two beautiful children.
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Interesting Facts About Burundi
Burundi is a small country in Central-East Africa bordered by Tanzania, Rwanda, the

Democratic Republic of Congo and Lake Tanganyika.

It was colonized first by Germany and then later by Belgium and gained its

independence from Belgium in 1962.

The official languages are Kirundi, French and English.

90% of the population of Burundi is employed in agriculture.

Cows play a significant role in the national culture. A typical Kirundi greeting,

“Amashyo” translates as “May you have herds of cattle”. Cattle are a symbol of health,

happiness, prosperity and good luck.

There has been continual conflict and political violence between the majority Hutus

(85%) and the minority Tutsi (14%) ethnic groups. This has left the country undeveloped

and one of the world’s poorest.

Since 2015, more than 400,000 people have fled Burundi because of the political unrest

and humanitarian crises. Most have sought refuge in Tanzania, Uganda and Rwanda.

According to Human Rights Watch Organization, on March 12 of this year, Burundi’s

government forced the office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human

Rights to leave the country and banned all international media and aid organizations.
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Volunteer Appreciation Day  

April 11, 2019
Did you know that this past year 147 community

volunteers tutored English to 186 of our clients who

could not attend class? We appreciate our amazing

volunteers and celebrate them during our Volunteer

Appreciation Day. Many thanks to the two

wonderful speakers, Ledianis and Arjanit, for

sharing their personal story about immigrating to

Canada and the importance of learning an official

language at our event on April 11.

 

 
Mayor's Award for Volunteer Spirit

April 17, 2019
We are very proud to congratulate Ann Thompson,

our Board Vice-President, who won the 2019

Mayor’s Award for Volunteer Spirit! Ann

exemplifies the spirit of volunteering in Ottawa. She

has volunteered thousands of hours consistently for

over 30 years, dedicating herself to improving the

lives of marginalized and isolated people from a

large variety of countries and backgrounds. She has

been involved with in-home support for over 1,800

newcomers from over 80 countries.

 

 
Annual Tea and Silent Auction  

June 22, 2019 

We wish our students and

tutors happy Easter and

blessed Ramadan
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Interesting Facts about Ramadan

The beginning of Ramadan can move as many as 11 or 12 days each year. It

takes about 33 Islamic years for Ramadan to return to the same place on the

Gregorian calendar.

 

In order to declare the beginning of Ramadan, Muslim-majority countries

depend on the moon sighters. When these moon sighters see a crescent moon,

Ramadan can begin.

 

The meal before the beginning of the fast is called suhoor, and the meal after

sunset is called iftar.

 

In Muslim countries, the economy is impacted because of fasting. It usually

results in a month of inflation; prices go up.

 

If a non-Muslim meets a Muslim during the month of Ramadan, the

appropriate greeting for good wishes is "Ramadan Mubarak" which means

"Have a blessed Ramadan."

 

Children are not obligated to fast during Ramadan, not until they have

reached puberty, but some practice in order to prepare for adult participation.

 

Fasting can last longer each day for Muslims in polar regions where daylight

can last for up to 22 hours.

 

At the end of Ramadan, there is a large festival called Eid ul Fitr to celebrate

the end of the fast. Eid ul Fitr is celebrated by wearing one's best clothes,

giving gifts, having a large meal, and spending time with one's family.
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Flyer treasure hunt – CLB 1 - 3

Objective: Teaching students how to scan/skim through a flyer to find specific information.

Materials needed: scissors and glue or tape.

1. Bring in a couple of grocery store flyers.

2. Tell your student(s) that they will hunt for a series of things in the flyer. 

3. Depending on the level and abilities of the student(s), guide the exercise by only giving them the

pages that will have the answers.  Flyers are busy and confusing, so try to simply when necessary. 

4. Read over the things listed in each box to make sure they understand what they are looking for.

5. Have the student look at the page(s) and find the things that you have ask them to look for.  

6. Explain to the student(s) that you want them to cut out and tape/glue the picture of what they found

and put it in the correct box.

Websites
1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PK1PIIg0joQ&t=1s – This YouTube video looks at how the

Language Experience Approach (LEA) can be used to create a story that is relevant to your student’s

life.  For lower levels, create a story from information they give you which could be one word answers,

but you can write complete sentences to create the student’s personal story. 

2. https://en.islcollective.com/ - great printable worksheets for various levels

3. https://www.kids-pages.com/flashcards.htm - This website has good flashcards on various themes. 

4. As mentioned by a tutor, going to Pinterest and typing in ESL can bring up a lot of great worksheets

for the literacy level.
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Lori – CLB 5+

Lori asked her student to review all the people she has

encountered through stories in the Ontario Reader and to

choose one and write a letter to him/her regarding that

person's accomplishments. The student wrote a great letter to

David Suzuki telling him why she admired his work and

asking him some questions about the challenges he

encountered. This was a good exercise to reinforce the

reading and connect it to a practical writing exercise.  A great

website that Lori came across is www.englishforeveryone.org.

Joy – CLB 5+

The Moth Web player features true stories told by individuals

to a live audience. They are often touching and uplifting.

They range from about 5 to 20 minutes in length. My student

really enjoys these. We look at new vocabulary and have a

discussion.

Carol – CLB 4/5

Carol discovered a great cursive writing app that she uses

with her student almost every lesson. It occurred to Carol

that since the student’s native language is Arabic and

Arabic is a cursive language that she might be able to

introduce writing to her not by using block letters, which

may seem alien to her low level student, but through the

flowing script of cursive. Sure enough, with the help of the

student’s cell phone and a quick visit to the app store, they

found a free program that works for them. (They use Cursive

Writing from the Apple App Store.) If you’d like to try it, we

would suggest visiting either your app store or, for advice

and reviews, this website -

https://www.educatorstechnology.com/2017/06/9-great-

apps-for-teaching-kids-cursive.html


